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FOUR-DMENSIONAL POLYNOMIAL 
MODEL FOR DEPTHESTMLATION BASED 

ON TWO-PICTURE MATCHING 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. Not Applicable 

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY 
SPONSORED RESEARCH ORDEVELOPMENT 

0002. Not Applicable 

INCORPORATION-BY-REFERENCE OF 
MATERIAL SUBMITTED ON A COMPACT DISC 

0003) Not Applicable 

NOTICE OF MATERIAL SUBJECT TO 
COPYRIGHT PROTECTION 

0004. A portion of the material in this patent document is 
Subject to copyright protection under the copyright laws of 
the United States and of other countries. The owner of the 
copyright rights has no objection to the facsimile reproduc 
tion by anyone of the patent document or the patent disclo 
sure, as it appears in the United States Patent and Trademark 
Office publicly available file or records, but otherwise 
reserves all copyright rights whatsoever. The copyright owner 
does not hereby waive any of its rights to have this patent 
document maintained in secrecy, including without limitation 
its rights pursuant to 37 C.F.R.S1.14. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0005 1. Field of the Invention 
0006. This invention pertains generally to camera depth 
estimation, and more particularly to depth estimation using 
picture matching. 
0007 2. Description of Related Art 
0008 To achieve the most desirable outcome, a camera 
must be properly focused when capturing an image. Numer 
ous systems have been developed for estimating and/or 
attaining a proper camera focus. A brief discussion follows of 
the elements within a typical camera-lens system and their 
associated characteristics. 
0009 Perhaps the principle optical parameters of a photo 
graphic lens can be considered to be its maximum aperture 
and focal length. The focal length determines the angle of 
view, and the size of the image relative to that of the object 
(Subject) for a given distance to the Subject (Subject-distance). 
The maximum aperture (f-number, or f-stop) limits the 
brightness of the image and the fastest shutter speed usable 
for a given setting (focal length/effective aperture), with a 
Smaller number indicating that more light is provided to the 
focal plane which typically can be thought of as the face of the 
image sensor in a simple digital camera. The focal length of 
the camera can be single focus or variable, as in response to 
adjusting a so-called "Zoom’ control. 
0010. One form of simple lens, which is technically a lens 
having a single element but is typically used more broadly, 
has a single focal length and is also referred to as a “prime 
lens”. In focusing a camera using a single focal length lens, 
the distance between lens and the focal plane is changed 
resulting in a change in the focus point of the photographic 
Subject onto that plane. Thus, although the single focal length 
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lens has a fixed optical relation and focal length, it is used in 
the camera to focus on Subjects across a range of focus dis 
tances. Consequently, one should not confuse the focal dis 
tance(s) of a lens with the range of focus obtainable on a 
camera using that lens, whereby adjusting the position of that 
lens in relation to the focal plane alters focus distance. 
0011 To use a single focal length lens one adjusts the 
aperture to select the amount of light with respect to desired 
shutter speed, and then adjusts focus (focuses) according to 
subject-distance after which the shutter is “released' and the 
image is captured. It will be appreciated that the trigger for 
image capture is referred to herein as “shutter release'. 
although the process of capturing an image in a digital camera 
is in large measure performed electronically. Often a macro 
setting is provided with a different focal length selection, on 
an otherwise single focal length lens, for taking close-up 
shots. A telephoto lens provides a very narrow angle of view 
with high magnification for filling the frame with images 
from distance objects. 
0012 Multi-focal length lenses are usually referred to as 
“Zoom’ lenses, because image magnification can be 
“Zoomed’, or “unzoomed as desired to obtain higher, or 
respectively lower magnification. Zoom lenses allow the user 
to select the amount of magnification of the Subject, or put 
another way, the degree to which the subject is Zoomed to fill 
the frame. It is important to understand that the Zoom function 
of these lenses, or camera-lens systems, is conceptually sepa 
rate from both the focus control and the aperture control. 
0013 Regardless of whether a single-focal length lens or 
multi-focal length lens is utilized, it is necessary to properly 
focus the lens for a given Subject-distance. An acceptable 
range of focus for a given focus setting is referred to as "depth 
of field' which is a measurement of depth of acceptable 
sharpness in the object space, or Subject space. For example, 
with a subject distance of fifteen feet, an acceptable range of 
focus for a high definition camera may be on the order of 
inches, while optimum focus can require even more preci 
sion. It will be appreciated that depth of field increases as the 
focusing moves from intermediate distances out toward 
“infinity’ (e.g., capturing images of distant mountains, clouds 
and so forth), which of course at that range has unlimited 
depth of field. 
0014 For a single focal length lens at a given aperture 
setting, there exists a single optimum focus setting for a given 
camera to Subject distance (referred to as Subject-distance). 
Portions of the subject which are closer or farther than the 
focus distance of the camera will show up in the captured 
images Subject to Some degree of blurring, the extent of which 
depends on many factors that impact depth of field. However, 
in a multi-focal lens there is an optimum focus point for each 
lens magnification (lens focal length) obtainable by the lens. 
To increase practicality, lens makers have significantly 
reduced the need to refocus in response to Zoom settings, 
however, the necessity for refocusing depends on the specific 
camera-lens system in use. In addition, the aperture setting 
can require changing in response to different levels of Zoom 
magnification. 
00.15 Originally, camera focus could only be determined 
and corrected in response to operator recognition and manual 
focus adjustments. However, due to the critical nature of 
focus on the results, focusing aids were readily adopted. More 
recently, imaging devices often provide the ability to auto 
matically focus on the Subject, a function which is generically 
referred to today as “auto focus’. Cameras often also provide 
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a combination of automatic and manual controls. Such as the 
use of aperture priority and shutter priority modes. Focus 
continues to be a point of intense technical development as 
each of the many existing auto focus mechanisms are subject 
to shortcomings and tradeoffs. 
0016. There are two general types of auto focus (AF) 
systems which exist, active autofocus and passive autofocus. 
In active auto focus, one or more image sensors is utilized to 
determine distance to the focal point, or otherwise detect 
focus external of the image capture lens system. Active AF 
systems can perform rapid focusing although they will not 
typically focus through windows, or in other specific appli 
cations, since sound waves and infrared light are reflected by 
the glass and other Surfaces. In passive autofocus systems the 
characteristics of the viewed image are used to detect and set 
focus. 
0017. The majority of high-end SLR cameras currently 
use through-the-lens optical AF sensors, which for example, 
may also be utilized as light meters. The focusing ability of 
these modern AF systems can often be of higher precision 
than that achieved manually through an ordinary viewfinder. 
0018. One form of passive AF utilizes phase detection, 
Such as by dividing the incoming light through a beam splitter 
into pairs of images and comparing them on an AF sensor. 
Two optical prisms capture the light rays coming from the 
opposite sides of the lens and divert it to the AF sensor, 
creating a simple rangefinder with a base identical to the 
diameter of the lens. Focus is determined in response to 
checking for similar light intensity patterns and phase differ 
ences calculated to determine if the object is considered in 
front of the focus or in back of the proper focus position. 
0019. In another type of passive AF system, contrast mea 
surements are made within a sensor field through the lens. The 
system adjusts focus to maximize intensity difference 
between adjacent pixels which is generally indicative of cor 
rect image focus. Thus, focusing is performed until a maxi 
mum level of contrast is obtained. This form of focusing is 
slower than active AF, in particular when operating under dim 
light, but is a common method utilized in low end imaging 
devices. Passive systems often make poor focusing decisions 
in low contrast or low light conditions. 
0020. In addition, many focusing systems perform poorly 
when the Subject is in motion, such as in regard to “action 
shots', for example children at play, sports, animals in the 
wild, and so forth. 
0021. Accordingly, a need exists for improved depth esti 
mation and/or auto focusing techniques which provide rapid 
and accurate subject-distance estimations and/or focus con 
trol under a wide range of conditions and Subject motion. The 
present invention fulfills those needs, as well as others, and 
overcomes shortcomings of previous camera focus tech 
niques. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0022 Camera depth estimation is presented which is 
based on two-picture matching and blur difference. Depth 
estimation can be utilized for displaying focus information to 
a user (e.g., under a manual or semi-automatic focus setting), 
and/or in the process of automatically adjusting camera focus 
(e.g., under an autofocus setting). The inventive method com 
putes a blur difference between two captured images, tempo 
rarily stored, at different focus positions. A motion compen 
sation technique is applied between the images to obtain a 
proper focus irrespective of motion. Blur difference is deter 
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mined which varies depending on the focal length, aperture, 
Subject distance, and lens focus position, and which can be 
approximated by a multi-dimensional polynomial model, 
preferably a four-dimensional polynomial model, within the 
present invention. Less preferably, the invention can be prac 
ticed with a three-dimensional polynomial model. Such as in 
response to use of a single focal length lens. It will be appre 
ciated also that the invention can be implemented with more 
than a four dimensional polynomial model in applications in 
which camera focus is impacted by other camera variables. 
0023 The model can be used to calculate subject depth 
and is preferably calibrated across a range of focus distances, 
Such as by capturing a series of step edge images. The instant 
application extends applicability of depth estimation from 
two-picture matching by proposing practical Solutions for 
mis-registration between the two pictures due to motion and 
for dealing with variable camera settings (Zoom and aper 
ture). 
0024. It should be appreciated that the images captured for 
estimating Subject distance according to the invention, are 
preferably not captured in the same manner as a user selected 
image is captured for use. By way of example, when a user 
selects a Subject to photograph, they would frame that Subject 
in the viewfinder and typically partially depress the “shutter 
release' button to activate focus controls. During this time a 
camera, according to at least one embodiment of the inven 
tion, would “capture' at least two images at different focus 
settings. These images are only used internally by the camera 
device in performing the inventive method for computing 
Subject distance according to the present invention, and 
would not normally be accessible in the set of images cap 
tured by the user, Such as in response to entering an “image 
review mode of the camera. When proper focus is estab 
lished, such as from focus control according to the invention, 
and in response to detecting that the “shutter release” button 
has been fully depressed; then the user selected Subject image 
is captured in the traditional sense and stored within the 
camera for later review, uploading, printing and whatever the 
user desires. Once the user selected Subject image is captured, 
the images "captured’ temporarily for Subject distance esti 
mation are no longer needed and thus are preferably dis 
carded to conserve memory. 
0025. The invention is amenable to being embodied in a 
number of ways, including but not limited to the following 
descriptions. 
0026. One embodiment of the invention is an apparatus for 
electronically capturing images, such as a still image camera 
or a video camera having a still image capture mode, com 
prising: (a) an imaging element disposed on an image capture 
apparatus; (b) a focus control element coupled to the imaging 
element; (c) a computer processor coupled to the imaging 
element and focus control element; (d) a memory coupled to 
the computer processor and configured for retaining images 
captured from the imaging element and for retaining pro 
gramming executable by the computer processor; (e) a multi 
dimensional focus matching model retained in memory as a 
multi-dimensional polynomial fitting blur differences from 
image matching curves captured across a range of different 
focal lengths; and (f) programming executable on the com 
puter processor for, (f)(i) capturing multiple object images 
(for temporary use in the estimation process), including at 
least a first and second image, and registering focal length and 
aperture of the object images, (f)(ii) compensating for motion 
between the multiple object images, (f)(iii) determining blur 
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difference between the multiple object images, and (f)(iv) 
automatically estimating Subject distance in response to 
applying blur difference to the multi-dimensional focus 
matching model. The multiple object images comprise at 
least two images captured at different focus positions using an 
identical aperture setting and focal length. Subject depth esti 
mation, may be utilized within the camera for displaying 
Subject distance information or within autofocus control pro 
gramming, in which the computer processor automatically 
adjusts the focus of the camera apparatus in response to 
Subject distance estimation. Alternatively, the Subject depth 
estimation may be utilized with manual-auto combination 
modes. Such as within a mode which provides semi-automatic 
focus adjustments. 
0027. The image matching curves describe a relationship 
between iteration number and lens focus position, Such as 
determined from a characterization process for the camera 
and its lens. A focus matching model is constructed according 
to the invention to represent blur contributions in relation to 
focus distance for given camera settings. In at least one pre 
ferred implementation the multi-dimensional blur difference 
model comprises a four-dimensional polynomial function of 
blur difference with respect to subject depth, focus position, 
focal length, and aperture. 
0028. In at least one implementation, motion compensa 
tion is performed between the images, wherein at least the 
focus area of the first image is located as a fit within the 
second image, or alternatively, a portion of the second image 
is located as a fit within the focus area of the first image. 
Resultant blur difference computations are made more accu 
rate in response to motion compensation as blur is more 
accurately rendered with static image content between the 
portions of the first and second image being compared after 
compensation. In at least one implementation, motion com 
pensation is performed in response to one or more convolu 
tions by a blur kernel to determine blur difference. In at least 
one implementation motion compensation is performed 
based on the relation 

in which two images f, and f, are captured in a sequence, with 
is indicating image i is taken earlier in the sequence than 
image j. . is a norm operator that evaluates the matching 
error. The focus area off, is compared with a shifted region of 
the same size from f. The amount of shift (x,y) is up to e.g. 
+5 pixels in horizontal and vertical directions. For all the 
shifting positions, one (x,y) is found that yields the mini 
mum matching error. The shifted image f(x,y)=f(x- 
xty-y) represents the shifted f, with the region best match 
ing the focus area off. . 
I0029. In at least one implementation, blur difference I 
is computed as, 

A B = min argmi 
(xyyy) 

fA(x, y), K(x, y). K(x, y) ... K(x, y) - 
! convetiations 
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in which K are convolution operations, (x,y) is amount of 
pixel location shift, (x,y) is the amount of pixel location 
shift within a given search range v, f is a first picture and f. 
is a second picture. 
10030. In at least one implementation, blur difference I 
is approximated in response to letting f(x,y)=f(x- 
xty-y), and determining blur difference by the following 
relation, 

A B - again? : K: K: ... - K-f 

in which K are convolution operations, (x,y) is amount of 
pixel location shift, (x,y) is the amount of pixel location 
shift within a given search range V, f is a first picture, f is a 
second picture, and f is the second picture in response to 
motion compensation. 
0031. In at least one implementation, blur difference is 
determined in response to whether image f, or f, is sharper, 
which can be determined in response to, 

h = again? sk: : K-fi and (a) ! convolutions 

! conveiliations 

in which I and I are first and second blur difference values, 
f, and f, are the two images captured, f” is the captured image 
f, in response to motion compensation, and Kare blur kernels. 
If I is larger than I, then f, is sharper than f, and the blur 
difference will be given by I, otherwise if I is larger than I, 
then I is sharper and the blur difference will be given by-I. 
The sign of blur difference values indicates which image is 
sharper. 
0032. In at least one implementation, the focus matching 
model comprises a multi-dimensional polynomial function 
determined in response to the steps comprising: (a) finding 
coefficients for the multi-dimensional polynomial to fit the 
blur difference matching curves; (b) determining fitting 
errors and discarding outliers; and (c) repeating the above 
steps until polynomial fitting converges to a desired accuracy 
with the blur difference matching curves. 
0033. In at least one implementation, the focus matching 
model is generated by performing a characterization compris 
ing: (a) obtaining images of a calibration target in a sequence 
of calibration target images taken across a range of camera 
focus settings with respect to focus distance, aperture, Subject 
depth and Zoom settings; (b) determining blur difference 
matching curves between each of these images; and (c) gen 
erating said multi-dimensional model based on matching the 
blur differences for the sequence of calibration target images. 
0034. One embodiment of the invention is an apparatus for 
electronically capturing images, comprising: (a) an imaging 
element disposed within a camera apparatus; (b) a focus 
control element coupled to the imaging element; (c) a com 
puter processor coupled to the imaging element and focus 
control element; (d) a memory coupled to the computer pro 
cessor and configured for retaining images captured from the 
imaging element and for retaining programming executable 
by the computer processor; (e) a multi-dimensional focus 
matching model retained in memory as a multi-dimensional 
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polynomial fitting blur differences from image matching 
curves captured across a range of different focal lengths 
which describe a relationship between iteration number and 
lens focus position; and (f) programming executable on the 
computer processor for, (f)(i) capturing at least two images, 
first image and second image, at different focus positions 
using an identical aperture setting and focal length, (f)(ii) 
compensating for motion between the two images, (f)(iii) 
determining blur difference betweenthese two images, (f)(iv) 
automatically estimating Subject distance in response to 
applying blur difference to the multi-dimensional focus 
matching model, and (f)(V) automatically adjusting focus of 
the camera by communicating focus control changes to the 
focus control element in response to estimation of Subject 
distance. 
0035. One embodiment of the invention is a method of 
estimating Subject depth within a camera apparatus for elec 
tronically capturing images, comprising: (a) generating a 
multi-dimensional focus matching model for retention within 
the camera apparatus as a multi-dimensional polynomial 
which fits blur difference information arising from image 
matching curves captured across a range of different focal 
lengths; and (b) capturing multiple object images, including 
at least a first and second image, and registering focal length 
and aperture; (c) compensating for motion between the mul 
tiple object images; (d) determining blur difference between 
the multiple object images, and (e) automatically estimating 
Subject distance in response to applying blur differences to 
the multi-dimensional focus matching model. 
0036. The present invention provides a number of benefi 
cial attributes which can be implemented either separately or 
in any desired combination without departing from the 
present teachings. 
0037. An element of the invention is an apparatus and 
method for accurately estimating Subject distance in response 
to capturing two images at different focus settings (e.g., two 
picture matching). 
0038 Another element of the invention is the accurate 
estimation of subject distance despite motion arising between 
the images being compared. 
0039. Another element of the invention is a subject dis 
tance estimation apparatus and method which utilizes a set of 
matching curves for the camera which are obtained in a char 
acterization process from which a blur difference model is 
created. 
0040 Another element of the invention is a subject dis 
tance estimation apparatus and method which generates a 
multi-dimensional polynomial model, preferably a four-di 
mensional polynomial model, to represent blur difference 
with respect to focus changes. 
0041 Another element of the invention is a subject dis 
tance estimation apparatus and method which generates a 
multi-dimensional polynomial model whose coefficients are 
chosen based on fitting based on mean square error, linear 
least square error, or similar, of the matching curve to the 
point of a desired convergence level. 
0042 Another element of the invention is a subject dis 
tance estimation apparatus and method which can properly 
estimate subject distance for different aperture settings (e.g., 
f-stop) and focal length (e.g., Zoom) settings. 
0043. Another element of the invention is a subject dis 
tance estimation apparatus and method which can be imple 
mented on fixed or removable lens camera devices without 
departing from the teachings of the present invention. 
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0044. A still further element of the invention is that it can 
be implemented readily on a wide range of existing camera 
devices without the need of additional camera hardware. 
0045. Further elements of the invention will be brought 
out in the following portions of the specification, wherein the 
detailed description is for the purpose of fully disclosing 
preferred embodiments of the invention without placing limi 
tations thereon. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL 
VIEWS OF THE DRAWING(S) 

0046. The invention will be more fully understood by ref 
erence to the following drawings which are for illustrative 
purposes only: 
0047 FIG. 1 is a schematic of capturing multiple images at 
multiple focus points according to an element of the present 
invention. 
0048 FIG. 2A-2B are comparisons of calibration target 
(e.g., step edge) images according to an element of the present 
invention. 
0049 FIG. 3 is a schematic of computing blur difference 
in three iterations according to an element of the present 
invention. 
0050 FIG. 4A-4B are schematics of motion estimation 
and compensation utilized according to an element of the 
present invention. 
0051 FIG. 5 is a graph of a matching curve collected 
according to an element of the present invention and showing 
the inclusion of outliers and noise. 
0.052 FIG. 6 is a graph of lens focus position in response 
to Zoom settings for a camera device according to an element 
of the present invention. 
0053 FIG. 7 is a graph of polynomial fitting of a matching 
curve according to an element of the present invention. 
0054 FIG. 8 is a flowchart of camera characterization 
according to an element of the present invention. 
0055 FIG. 9 is a flowchart of creating a blur difference 
model according to an element of the present invention. 
0056 FIG. 10 is a flowchart of performing depth estima 
tion according to an element of the present invention. 
0057 FIG. 11 is a block diagram of a camera system 
generating depth estimates according to an element of the 
present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

0.058 Referring more specifically to the drawings, for 
illustrative purposes the present invention is embodied in the 
apparatus generally shown in FIG. 1 through FIG. 11. It will 
be appreciated that the apparatus may vary as to configuration 
and as to details of the parts, and that the method may vary as 
to the specific steps and sequence, without departing from the 
basic concepts as disclosed herein. 
0059) 1. Blur Difference. 
0060. When a subject is properly in focus, the captured 
image is seen at its sharpest. The captured image becomes 
increasingly blurry (“blurrier) as the lens moves away from 
the in focus position. Generally, when two pictures are cap 
tured (taken) at two different focus distances, the image cap 
tured closer to the Subject is sharper than the one captured 
farther away. 
0061. In the present invention, focus distances at which 
pictures are captured and the respective amount of blur dif 
ference between these pictures is utilized for estimating 
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actual Subject distance, or depth. This technique provides 
accurate depth estimates which compensate for Subject 
motion. Accurate estimation of Subject distance allows for 
proper adjustment of camera focus based on the distance 
estimates. 

0062 Considering the case of capturing two pictures f 
and fat positions A and B, withf being sharper than f. The 
blur change can be modeled by a point spread function P from 
position A to B, as 

where * denotes two dimensional convolution. 

0063. It should be recognized that the term “point spread 
function’ (PSF) describes the response of an imaging system 
to a point source or point object, this is often also referred to 
as an impulse response, such as found across a step edge for 
which an image is captured during camera characterization. 
In this context, the degree of spreading (blurring) of the point 
object is a measure of focus quality for the imaging system. 
0064. The term “convolution” as used herein describes a 
mathematical operation on two functions to produce a third 
function that is typically viewed as a modified version of one 
of the original functions. Often the second function is 
reversed and overlays a portion of the first function, toward 
more properly modeling a given data set. 
0065 FIG. 1 illustrates an embodiment 10 of capturing 
images in the process of creating a set of matching curves to 
characterize a given camera-lens system, hereafter referred to 
simply as a camera. Multiple images are captured of a cali 
bration target (or calibration Subject), at different focus posi 
tions (subject-distances) when collecting a data set for a given 
imaging apparatus (e.g., specific embodiment, make or model 
of camera, or a family of cameras using the same/similar 
optical imaging elements). Collecting the data set comprises 
a characterization process for the camera-lens system at a 
given magnification setting (e.g., lens at a fixed focallength— 
“Zoom’ setting). An imaging device (camera) 12 is shown 
which can focus from a minimum focal distance 14 on out to 
infinity 16. Minimum focal distance 14 (e.g., in this case 35 
cm) is shown as well as focus at infinity 16. According to the 
invention, the focus converges to a first focus position 18 and 
then to a second focus position 20, for example upon a cali 
bration target 22, Such as step-edge image, slate, graticule, or 
similar target having known optical characteristics, along 
focal path 24. 
0066 By way of example and not limitation, a Sony cam 
era was used herein to illustrate the inventive method, 
although one of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate the 
method can be utilized with other digital still and/or video 
cameras. The focusing distance of this camera ranges 
between the minimal focus distance (e.g., 35 cm) to infinity. 
0067 FIG. 2A depicts a condition 30 in which subject 32 

is in focus, wherein the captured image is the sharpest, as 
represented by the sharp contrast curve 34, which is also 
referred to as the "edge profile' of the step edge. It will be 
appreciated that the calibration target, or subject, preferably 
provides a mechanism for simply determining the sharpness 
of focus based on contrast. For example in a step-edge target, 
a clear step-edge delineation is made between at least two 
colors, shades, luminances, wherein the sharpness of focus 
can be readily determined from the sharpness of the contrast 
profile. It will be appreciated by one of ordinary skill in the art 
that the target can be configured in any of a number of differ 
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ent ways, in a manner similar to the use of different chroma 
keys and color bar patterns in testing different elements of 
Video capture and output. 
0068 FIG. 2B depicts the image detection condition36 as 
the image of object 38 becomes increasingly blurry as the lens 
moves away from the in-focus position, with a resulting 
sloped contrast curve 40 shown. The focus distances at which 
the pictures are taken and the amount of blur difference 
between these two pictures can be utilized to estimate actual 
Subject distance, or depth. 
0069. The point spread function P can be approximated by 
using a series of convolutions by a blur kernel K. 

P=K3K: ... :K (1) 

0070. In the example embodiment described herein, the 
kernel K was chosen to be the following. 

1 1 4 1 (2) 
K = -- 4 28 4 al 1 4 1 

(0071. Then the amount of blur difference between f and 
f can be measured by the number of convolutions in Eq. 1. It 
will be appreciated that this blur kernel represents a uniform 
amount of blur, and can be configured in a number of different 
ways and represents a wide range of values without departing 
from the teachings of the present invention. In actual imple 
mentation, the blur difference is obtained by an iteration 
process given by the following. 

A B -algirl? Kiki - K - f| (3) ! conveiliations 

where || denotes a norm operator that evaluates the blur 
matching error between f and f. 
0072 FIG. 3 illustrates an iteration process, herein exem 
plified with three iterations performed between picture f 
(left) and picture f (right). 
(0073 2. Motion Compensation. 
0074 The present invention provides motion compensa 
tion when the depth estimation images are captured under 
conditions of relative motion between the Subject and camera, 
for example if the Subject is moving, or the camera is moving, 
or both are in motion. The motion compensation technique 
assures that the blur difference computation is performed in 
response to blur differences and not from relative motion 
between the capture of the first and second depth estimation 
images. 
0075 FIG. 4A-4B illustrate an example of motion com 
pensation utilized according to an element of the invention, 
showing a focus area in FIG. 4A of any desired size (herein 
depicted as 54x44 pixels) from a first image, for which 
motion estimation and/or compensation is performed in rela 
tion to a second image shown in FIG. 4B. For the I-5.5x 
5.5 area total mean-squared error (MSE) is calculated. Dur 
ing motion compensation the focus area from the first image 
is located as a fit within the second image. The selection is 
based on picking the one with minimum number of absolute 
convolution number when the iteration converges. In accord 
with this it is assumed that the amount of motion of image 2 
in FIG. 4B is up to +5 pixels vertically and horizontally. Each 
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possible shift of image 2 is then examined within this I-5.5x 
I-5.5 range. For each shift, a blur difference is calculated 
between the focus area of image 1 and the shifted region of the 
same size from image 2 and an iteration number is obtained. 
From all the iteration numbers obtained from all shifts within 
the I-5.5--5.5 range, one is picked having a minimum 
absolute value. The corresponding shift that gives this mini 
mum absolute value of the iteration number is the motion 
estimation for image 2 in FIG. 4B. It is assumed that every 
pixel of focus area shown in FIG. 4A has the same amount of 
displacement within the area of interest in the image depicted 
in FIG. 4B, for which a motion vector is ascribed and deter 
mined. 

0076 Letting (x,y) denote the amount of pixel location 
shift (x,y) in f the amount of motion can be estimated. In one 
practical implementation (x,y) is considered within a 
specified search range such as I-5.5x-5.5. Assuming f is 
sharper than f. The blur difference is computed as follows. 

| (4) 

0077. For computational efficiency, the above process can 
be approximated by performing motion compensation before 
computing blur difference. 

fA(x, y): K(x, y): K(x, y): ... 
! convetiations 

: K(x, y) - 
IAB = min p 

(x,y) i. f(x-xy, y - yy) 

(sy, y) = argminlfA(x, y) - fi(x-xy, y - yy) (5) 

0078. Let f(x,y)=f(x-xy-y). Then the blur difference 
is given by the following relation. 

I = again? K. K. sk-f (6) 

0079. In addition, elements of the present invention allow 
motion compensation to be performed across several convo 
lutions, for example M convolutions, toward improving accu 
racy as follows. 

(iv. 3, i.) (7) 

(xy, yy, cooliitions with aiki 
agitats y): K(x, y): K(x, y) : ... K(x,y)-f(x - x, y - yy) 

Then the blur difference may be calculated as follows. 

(8) 

IAB = min iy, r 

0080. In summarizing the above, Eq. 4 provides the high 
est accuracy but is the slowest, while Eq. 6 provides the least 
accurate yet is the fastest to compute. The performance of Eq. 
8 lies somewhere between that of Eq. 4 and Eq. 6. In the 

fA(x, y): K(x, y): K(x, y) : ... K(x, y) - 
! conveiitions 

f(x - sy, y - 5) 
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majority of actual applications, Eq. 6 should provide Suffi 
cient accuracy in most cases, while utilizing Eq. 8 with M=1 
or 2, provide Superior results. 
0081 
I0082. A matching curve is a relationship between the 
iteration number and the lens focus position. In order to 
obtain the matching curve, a sequence of pictures is captured 
across the focus range of the lens, and blur difference is 
determined between every two pictures. By way of example 
and not limitation, the example embodiments describe use of 
a step-edge image placed at a fixed subject distance (e.g., 10 
cm). This process can be referred to in many ways without 
departing from the teachings of the present invention, such as 
being a form of characterization of the camera-lens system, or 
as a calibration procedure, or as a process of generating 
matching curves, or similar phrasing. 
I0083 FIG. 5 depicts a matching curve obtained for an 
image of a step-edge placed at a fixed distance. In creating the 
matching curves, a first picture of the sequence is captured at 
a focus distance of infinity, then one picture is captured each 
time the lens is adjusted to focus at one depth of field closer, 
until the lens reaches minimal focus distance. This sequence 
of pictures is denoted by ff. . . . . f. , where N is the length 
of the sequence. In practice, to ensure the sequence covers the 
whole focus range, f is preferably captured at a distance 
slightly further than a focus setting of “infinity', while f is 
preferably captured at a focus setting which is slightly closer 
than the specified minimal focus distance. 
0084. In the following descriptions, Eq. 6 is used as an 
example to illustrate matching curve generation. It should be 
appreciated that other equations for determining blur differ 
ence, such as Eq. 3, Eq. 4, and Eq. 8, can be applied in a 
similar way without departing from the teachings of the 
present invention. 
I0085. Before computing blur difference, it is preferable to 
determine which of the pictures is sharper; for example which 
of a sequence oftwo pictures f, and f, withis in the sequence, 
is sharper. It will be recognized that sharpness determines the 
amount of detail an image can convey, and is maximized for 
a given camera configuration when focus is at its most accu 
rate; that is when the focus position (distance) exactly 
matches the Subject position (distance). 
I0086 First, motion compensation is performed, such as 
according to the following relation. 

3. Matching Curves. 

0087 Let f(x,y)=f(x-x y-y). The following two equa 
tions allow determining which of the images f, or f, is the 
sharper image. 

l - arguin Ji K K ... (K-1: (10) ! conveiliations 

! convolutions 

10088. If I is larger than I, then f, is sharper than f, and the 
blur difference will be given by I. Otherwise if I is larger 
than I, then I is sharper and the blur difference will be given 
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by -I. It should be noted that the sign of the blur difference 
values is used as a convenient means of denoting which image 
is sharper. 
0089. If I and I are equal, then the errors are compared. 

! convolutions e |-k :K-f (12) 

e2 = I-AA :- (13) 12 convolutions 

0090. In FIG.5 the relationship between iteration number 
and focus positions are shown for the depth of 10 cm. The 
example sequence was captured by a Sony DSC-HX1 camera 
having a focal length of 40 mm and an aperture setting of 
f/3.5. In this example, the blur difference of f, and f is 
determined for i=0, . . . . N-5. The “picture number axis 
indicates the image pairs for which the iteration number is 
calculated. For example, picture number 0 means that the 
iteration number is calculated between f and f. 
0091. It can be seen that the iteration number in these 
examples, increases as lens focus position moves away from 
the Subject distance. The Zero-crossing point occurs when the 
Subject is in focus. 
0092 FIG. 6 depicts an example of characterizing the 
interrelation between Zoom setting and lens focus position for 
the camera system. The graph shows changes in lens focus 
settings in response to camera Zoom setting. The data was 
captured using a nine image sequence focused at infinity, with 
intermediate positions being graphed in response to cubic 
spline interpolation. The present invention can be utilized for 
determining an accurate focus setting regardless of whether a 
simple lens ora Zoom lens is utilized, as the focal length of the 
lens is taken into account in the depth estimation process. It 
should also be appreciated that matching curves may be gen 
erated for any desired granularity of Zoom change, with Zoom 
characterization provides a means for interpolating interme 
diate values. 

0093 
0094 Blur difference I can be written as a function of 
Subject depth D (distance from camera lens to Subject), focus 
distance L (focus setting), the aperture A (f-number), and 
focal length Z (Zoom setting). 

4. Four Dimensional Polynomial Model. 

I=F(D, L, A, Z) (14) 

0095 Depth D and focus distance L are both measured by 
picture number, which physically means the number of 
depths of field measured from a focus on infinity, or from 
where picture 0 is defined. Depth estimation is a process to 
determine D given I, L., A and Z. 
0096. It should be appreciated that in certain applications, 
Such as in response to fixed apertures or Zooms, the present 
invention can be implemented using a three dimensional 
polynomial model. Alternatively, if both aperture and Zoom 
are fixed, then a two dimensional polynomial representation 
may be selected. It will be appreciated that these lower order 
functions are less general in applicability as they cannot be 
scaled up. 
0097. In one element of the present invention, a four 
dimensional polynomial is utilized to model the camera-lens 
system characterization provided by the matching curves. 
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p g (15) 

XXC(i. j, k, 1) DLA Z. 

0098. The term “polynomial' as applied for modeling a 
matching curve is a polynomial function, Such as having the 
general form, 

which is an example of a one-dimensional polynomial in 
which n is a non-negative integer that defines the degree of the 
polynomial. It will be noted that a polynomial with a degree 
of 4 is a quartic, of degree 3 is a cubic, of degree 2 is a 
quadratic, of degree 1 is a line and finally of degree 0 is a 
constant. Polynomial equations can be used for modeling a 
wide range of empirically determined relationships. 
0099. Since the Zero-crossing point corresponds to the 
focus position, a boundary condition of I=0 arises when L=D. 
0100. The coefficients of the four-dimensional polyno 
mial are determined by applying linear least squares polyno 
mial fitting, or other desired mathematical fitting technique, 
to a set of matching curves. As previously described, the 
matching curves were generated in this embodiment by plac 
ing a step edge image at different Subject distances and with 
using different focal length and aperture settings. In the 
example embodiment using a Sony DSC-HX1 camera, about 
300 matching curves were utilized for determining a four 
dimensional polynomial model. The degree of the polyno 
mial, m, n, p, and q are chosen in response to use of specific 
lenses and applications. For the DSC-HX1 camera utilized in 
testing the example embodiment, values of m=n-p=q=2 
worked sufficiently well. 
0101. It should be appreciated that the matching curves 
obtained from different focal lengths and apertures may have 
different starting and ending focus positions. These curves 
utilize a common origin in order to create a polynomial 
model. In the present example, focus at infinity is considered 
as the origin, and for instance the picture taken at an infinite 
focus distance is always defined herein as picture number 0. 
0102 The procedure for finding optimal coefficients C(i,j. 
k, 1) can be Summarized as follows. 
0103 1. Finding the four dimensional polynomial which 

fits Eq. 15 for the matching curve data using linear least 
squares, or similar, polynomial fitting Subject to the follow 
1ng. 

X. C(i, j, k, i) = 0 for any c e {0, ... . m + n} (16) 

0104 2. Calculating fitting error for each matching curve 
data point. Discarding any data points that give overly large 
fitting errors (e.g., larger than twice the standard deviation of 
all the fitting errors), for the purpose of removing outliers. 
0105. It should be recognized that the term “outlier is a 
statistical term indicating that one or more observations in the 
empirical data set are numerically distinct or separate from 
the remainder of the data set. Outlier points may indicate 
systemic shortcomings, faulty data, and so forth, although a 
Small number of outliers are expected in any large sample 
sets. Attempting to model the data set including the “outliers' 
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could lead to a misleading model, wherein they are typically 
discarded once it is assured they do not properly represent 
characteristics of the underlying function. 
0106 3. Repeating steps 1 and 2 above, until the polyno 
mial fitting converges to a desired level of accuracy. 
0107 FIG. 7 illustrates the result of polynomial curve 
fitting on a matching curve as depicted by the narrow line 
amidst the broader line of the empirically determined match 
ing curve data. 
0108) 5. Depth Estimation. 
0109 Utilizing the model presented in Eq. 15, depth esti 
mation can be performed accurately and in a straightforward 
manner according to the present invention. During Subject 
distance estimation, Such as within an automatic focus (auto 
focus (AF)) process, focal length and aperture settings are 
known and fixed. At least two images are captured at different 
focus positions for determining Subject distance. 
0110 Motion estimation and compensation, as previously 
described, is preferably performed before determining the 
blur difference between the images, so that any motion 
between the captured frames will not negatively impact blur 
difference determinations. 
0111 Blur difference between the two pictures is then 
calculated. In response to which Eq. 15 becomes a single 
variable polynomial equation. The equation is solved for D, 
which is the estimated depth of the object. It should be appre 
ciated that D may be represented by any desired format, such 
as an integer, fixed point number, or floating point number. 
For auto focus applications, the lens can be moved to focus at 
distance D, and the new depth then estimated in the same 
manner. The procedure is repeated until the iteration number 
converges to 0, or below some specified threshold to assure 
accurate focus has been attained. 
0112 6. Programming for Executing Depth Estimation. 
0113 Portions of the depth estimation method according 
to the present invention are carried out by programming 
executable on a computer processing device, preferably one 
or more embedded microprocessors or microcontrollers 
within a camera device for which the depth estimation is 
being performed. 
0114 FIG. 8 illustrates an example embodiment of pro 
gramming for performing characterization of a camera device 
in preparation for performing depth estimation according to 
the invention, such as within programming for controlling 
automatic focusing. Images are captured across a range of 
camera focus settings, and with respect to focus distance as 
well as in regard to aperture, Subject depth and Zoom settings 
as represented by step 50. The data from the characterization 
is processed into a set of matching curves from which a blur 
difference model is generated as per step 52 for a given 
configuration (e.g., aperture, Zoom setting, distance to Sub 
ject) between two focus settings. It was previously mentioned 
in the example implementation for the Sony DSC-HX1 cam 
era, that about 300 matching curves were utilized in deter 
mining the described four-dimensional polynomial model. 
The blur difference model is stored in the camera device as 
described in step 54 for use during camera operation. It 
should be appreciated that the above steps are preferably 
performed for a given camera model, and preferably this blur 
difference model is stored in the camera during its manufac 
ture 

0115 FIG. 9 illustrates by way of example and not limi 
tation converting the set of matching curves into a blur dif 
ference model (e.g., I=F(D, L. A. Z)), and more particularly 
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into a four dimensional polynomial blur difference model. In 
step 60 coefficients are found for the four dimensional poly 
nomial which is used to model the matching curves for the 
camera. Fitting errors are determined and outliers removed as 
depicted in step 62. Then the process is repeated as indicated 
in step 64, wherein the polynomial coefficients are modified 
to finding an improved fit as per step 60, and fitting errors 
checked again in step 62, until the polynomial model con 
Verges to match the data of the matching curves. 
0116 FIG. 10 illustrates utilizing depth estimation 
according to an embodiment of the invention, in which the 
blur difference model is accessible to the camera device, and 
preferably stored within the camera as a data set describing 
the four dimensional polynomial blur difference model. 
Images are captured during camera operation at different 
focus positions as represented at step 70. It will be appreci 
ated that lens focal length is known while the aperture and 
Zoom settings under which the images were captured are 
known by the camera device and stored, and thus the pro 
gramming registers these settings. In addition, the focus set 
tings used for capturing the at least two different images are 
also stored for use with the blur difference model. 
0117 Preferably motion compensation is performed 
between the captured images as shown in optional step 72 
(optional step denoted with “*”). It will be appreciated by 
way of example and not limitation, that implementations of 
the invention may bypass motion compensation, Such as in 
response to camera mode (e.g., landscape, or still setting), or 
in response to detection of static conditions between the cap 
tured images. However, it should be appreciated that although 
performing motion compensation requires processing over 
head, its application even across static (unchanging) images 
does not introduce error or noise or otherwise negatively 
impact Subject depth estimation accuracy. Therefore, as 
motion can readily arise between these captured frames, it 
may be more preferable to always perform the motion com 
pensation step when estimating distance according to the 
invention. 

0118 Blur difference is then determined between the 
motion compensated images as per step 74. The blur differ 
ence is then used with the stored blur difference model to 
solve for subject distance as shown in step 76. 
0119. In at least one embodiment of the invention, the 
estimated subject distance is utilized within focus control 
programming. Such as within an auto-focus routine, to adjust 
the camera focus as described in optional (optional nature 
denoted with “*”) block 78. 
I0120 FIG. 11 illustrates an example embodiment 90 of a 
camera configured with Subject depth estimation rendering 
according to the invention. It should be appreciated that ele 
ments of the present invention can be implemented on a 
variety of camera and image processing devices without 
departing from the teachings of the present invention, the 
following being described by way of example and not limi 
tation. 
I0121. An image capture device (camera) 90 is shown con 
figured with a lens system 92 and its associated optics, while 
a focus control 94 is configured for performing focus adjust 
ments according to the invention on the lens system. Focus 
control 94 may be optionally configured on a camera system 
to provide changing focal length, Such as Switching between 
normal and macro settings, or providing a Zoom control to 
allow user selection of image magnification. An imager 96 is 
configured for receiving light reflected from the subject 
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through lens system.92, whose focus and optionally Zoom has 
been set manually or is controlled by camera device program 
ming. So as to capture an image digitally. 
0122 Operation of camera 90 is controlled by one or more 
computer processors (central processing units—CPUs) 98 
and associated memory 100 (e.g., internal to the CPU, or in 
one or more separate integrated circuits). An auxiliary 
memory 102 is also shown by way of example, such as a 
memory card upon which captured images, and other data 
may be stored. The blur difference model is preferably stored 
in memory on the camera device for rapid access when esti 
mating Subject distance, such as when performing focusing. It 
will be appreciated that the processing performed by camera 
device 90 may by performed by a single processor for per 
forming camera control functions as well as the image pro 
cessing elements described according to the present inven 
tion, or it may utilize multiple processors, such as one for the 
camera control functionality and one or more processors for 
performing image processing functionality. One of ordinary 
skill in the art will appreciate that the programming may be 
performed in various ways across multiple processors. 
0123 Computer processor 98 performs depth of field ren 
dering according to the invention on images captured with 
camera 90. Shown by way of example are an optional image 
display 104 and touch screen 106, however, it will be appre 
ciated that the method according to the present invention can 
be implemented on various image capture devices which are 
configured with an imager and associated lens and focus 
control element. An optional non-touch screen interface 108 
is also shown to indicate that the controls for the camera may 
utilize any desired forms of user interface. It will be appreci 
ated that Subject distance estimation and/or autofocus control 
according to the present invention can display Subject dis 
tance information and/or have its operating characteristics 
modified in response to various mechanisms utilizing user 
input/output 104,106 and/or 108. 
0.124. It should be appreciated that the subject depth esti 
mation according to the invention is performed by program 
ming executable on computer processor 98 in combination 
with memory 100 and/or auxiliary memory 102. This pro 
gramming can be loaded into the camera at the time of manu 
facture, downloaded into the camera after manufacture, or 
otherwise loaded into the camera. It will be appreciated that 
the control firmware of the camera can be modified for 
example by coupling a communication port of the camera to 
a personal computer from which Software containing the new 
programming can be executed to download new firmware into 
the camera device. 

0.125. It should also be appreciated that the present inven 
tion is not limited to use on cameras having a fixed (non 
removable) lens system 92. The present invention is capable 
of Supporting interchangeable lenses 92 while providing cor 
rect Subject distance estimates which are uniquely tailored to 
each lens. In one example, consider a camera for which the 
manufacturer markets a family of lenses. Interfacing is pro 
vided between lens system 92 and CPU 98 to allow the 
processor to detect which lens system is coupled to the cam 
era, Such mechanisms for detecting lenses are well known in 
the art. It is well recognized that a lens “system” often con 
tains more than optical elements (thus the term "system'), 
and may contain other optics, mechanisms, and electronics 
for integrating the lens with the body of the camera. In one 
implementation on a camera having interchangeable lenses, 
the camera manufacture characterizes the camera with each 
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of the lenses in the family of lenses to create associated blur 
difference models. The blur difference models for each of 
these lenses may be preloaded into the camera at the time of 
manufacture, or the manufacturer may provide downloads of 
new blur difference models with each lens purchased. Alter 
natively, each lens system may contain memory upon which 
the blur modeling information is stored. It will also be appre 
ciated that blur difference models can be modified in response 
to changing a lens based on the different properties of a new 
lens in comparison to the one for which the camera charac 
terization was performed. Thus, it will be appreciated that the 
present invention can be implemented on fixed and removable 
lens imaging devices without departing from the teachings of 
the present invention. 
0.126 Inventive teachings can be applied in a variety of 
camera apparatus and applications which may benefit from 
enhanced subject distance estimation or automatic focus 
capability, such as including digital still cameras, video cam 
eras and so forth. Although the present invention is particu 
larly well-suited for use on still cameras, it will be appreciated 
that many video cameras provide still camera functionality 
with the capture of single frames. In addition, it should be 
appreciated that the techniques described herein can be 
applied to certain conditions arising during video capture, 
Such as without limitation in response to correcting loss of 
focus, in which frames are obtained at different focus posi 
tions and a proper focus position is sought to regain proper 
focus in the sequence of captured frames. 
(O127 Embodiments of the present invention are described 
with reference to flowchart illustrations of methods and sys 
tems according to embodiments of the invention. These meth 
ods and systems can also be implemented as computer pro 
gram products. In this regard, each block or step of a 
flowchart, and combinations of blocks (and/or steps) in a 
flowchart, can be implemented by various means, such as 
hardware, firmware, and/or software including one or more 
computer program instructions embodied in computer-read 
able program code logic. As will be appreciated, any Such 
computer program instructions may be loaded onto a com 
puter coupled to an image capture device. Such that the com 
puter program instructions which execute on the computer or 
other programmable processing apparatus comprise means 
for implementing the functions specified in the block(s) of the 
flowchart(s). 
I0128. Accordingly, blocks in the flowcharts support com 
binations of means for performing the specified functions, 
combinations of steps for performing the specified functions, 
and computer program instructions, such as embodied in 
computer-readable program code logic means, for perform 
ing the specified functions. It will also be understood that 
each block of the flowchart illustrations, and combinations of 
blocks in the flowchart illustrations, can be implemented by 
special purpose hardware as desired which perform the speci 
fied functions or steps, either separately, or more preferably in 
combination with computer execution means. 
I0129. Furthermore, these computer program instructions, 
Such as embodied in computer-readable program code logic, 
may also be stored in a computer-readable memory that can 
direct a computer or other programmable processing appara 
tus to function in a particular manner, Such that the instruc 
tions stored in the computer-readable memory produce an 
article of manufacture including instruction means which 
implement the function specified in the block(s) of the flow 
chart(s). The computer program instructions may also be 
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loaded onto a computer or other programmable processing 
apparatus to cause a series of operational steps to be per 
formed on the computer or other programmable processing 
apparatus to produce a computer-implemented process Such 
that the instructions which execute on the computer or other 
programmable processing apparatus provide steps for imple 
menting the functions specified in the block(s) of the flow 
chart(s). 
0130. From the foregoing, it will be appreciated that the 
present invention provides methods and apparatus for esti 
mating depth of field and/or controlling depth adjustment 
during a camera autofocus process. Inventive teachings can 
be applied in a variety of apparatus and applications, includ 
ing still camera, Video cameras, various imaging devices 
directed to a Subject at a variable depth, and so forth. As can 
be seen, therefore, the present invention includes the follow 
ing inventive embodiments among others: 
0131 1. An apparatus for electronically capturing images, 
comprising: an imaging element disposed on an image cap 
ture apparatus; a focus control element coupled to said imag 
ing element; a computer processor coupled to said imaging 
element and said focus control element; a memory coupled to 
said computer processor and configured for retaining images 
captured from said imaging element and for retaining pro 
gramming executable by said computer processor, a multi 
dimensional focus matching model retained in memory as a 
multi-dimensional polynomial fitting blur differences from 
image matching curves captured across a range of different 
focal lengths; and programming executable on said computer 
processor for, (i) capturing multiple object images, including 
at least a first and second image, and registering focal length 
and aperture of said object images, (ii) compensating for 
motion between said multiple object images, (iii) determin 
ing blur difference between said multiple object images, and 
(iv) automatically estimating Subject distance in response to 
applying blur difference to said multi-dimensional focus 
matching model. 
0132 2. An apparatus as recited in embodiment 1, wherein 
said multiple object images comprise at least two images 
captured at different focus positions using an identical aper 
ture setting and focal length. 
0.133 3. An apparatus as recited in embodiment 1, further 
comprising programming executable on said computer pro 
cessor for automatically adjusting focus of said apparatus in 
response to said estimation of Subject distance. 
0134. 4. An apparatus as recited in embodiment 1, wherein 
during said compensating for motion at least one block from 
the first image is located as a fit within the second image. 
0135 5. An apparatus as recited in embodiment 1, wherein 
said compensating for motion is configured for being per 
formed in response to one or more convolutions by a blur 
kernel to determine blur difference. 
0.136 6. An apparatus as recited in embodiment 1, wherein 
said compensating for motion is performed according to, 

in which two images f, and f, are captured in a sequence, with 
is indicating image i is taken earlier in the sequence than 
image j, with being a norm operator evaluating matching 
error, and focus areaf, is compared with a shifted region of the 
same size from f, and with the amount of shift (x,y) being 
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up to a predetermined number of pixels in horizontal and 
vertical directions, whereby for all the shifting positions, one 
(x,y) is found that yields the minimum matching error. 
0.137 7. An apparatus as recited in embodiment 6, wherein 
blur difference is determined in response to whether image f, 
orf, is sharper, and determined in response to, 

l - arguin Ji K K . . . 'K-f and ! conveiliations 

! convolutions 

in which I and I are first and second blur difference values, 
f, and fare the two images captured, f is the captured images 
in response to motion compensation, and Kare blur kernels; 
wherein if I is larger than I, then f, is sharper than f, and the 
blur difference will be given by I, otherwise if I is larger than 
I, then I is sharper and the blur difference will be given by 
-I; and wherein the sign of blur difference values indicates 
which image is sharper. 
0.138 8. An apparatus as recited in embodiment 1, wherein 
said blur difference I is computed as, 

A B = min argmi 
(xyyy) 

in which K are convolution operations, (x,y) is amount of 
pixel location shift, (x,y) is the amount of pixel location 
shift within a given search range v, f is a first picture and f. 
is a second picture. 
0.139. 9. An apparatus as recited in embodiment 1, wherein 
said blur difference I is approximated in response to let 
ting f(x,y)=f(x-xy-y), and determining blur difference 
by the following relation, 

fA(x, y), K(x, y). K(x, y) ... K(x, y) - 
! convetiations 

IAB = agnif KK' "K-f 

in which K are convolution operations, (x,y) is amount of 
pixel location shift, (x,y) is the amount of pixel location 
shift within a given search range V, f is a first picture, f is a 
second picture, and f is the second picture in response to 
motion compensation. 
0140 10. An apparatus as recited in embodiment 1, 
wherein said first and second images are captured temporarily 
toward estimating Subject distance for a user selected image 
to be captured and retained in said memory. 
0141 11. An apparatus as recited in embodiment 1, 
wherein said image matching curves describe a relationship 
between iteration number and lens focus position. 
0.142 12. An apparatus as recited in embodiment 1, 
wherein said focus matching model comprises a four-dimen 
sional polynomial function of blur difference with respect to 
Subject depth, focus position, focal length, and aperture. 
0.143 13. An apparatus as recited in embodiment 1, 
wherein said focus matching model comprises a multi-di 
mensional polynomial function determined in response to the 
steps comprising: finding coefficients for the multi-dimen 
sional polynomial to fit the blur difference matching curves; 
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determining fitting errors and discarding outliers; and repeat 
ing the above steps until polynomial fitting converges to a 
desired accuracy with the blur difference matching curves. 
0144. 14. An apparatus as recited in embodiment 1, 
wherein the imaging device comprises a still image camera, 
or a video camera having a still image capture mode. 
0145 15. An apparatus as recited in embodiment 1, 
wherein the focus matching model is generated by perform 
ing a characterization comprising: obtaining images of a cali 
bration target in a sequence of calibration target images taken 
across a range of camera focus settings with respect to focus 
distance, aperture, Subject depth and Zoom settings; deter 
mining blur difference matching curves between each of said 
images; and generating said multi-dimensional model based 
on matching the blur differences for the sequence of calibra 
tion target images. 
014.6 16. An apparatus for electronically capturing 
images, comprising: an imaging element disposed within a 
camera apparatus; a focus control element coupled to said 
imaging element; a computer processor coupled to said imag 
ing element and said focus control element; a memory 
coupled to said computer processor and configured for retain 
ing images captured from said imaging element and for 
retaining programming executable by said computer proces 
Sor, a multi-dimensional focus matching model retained in 
memory as a multi-dimensional polynomial fitting blur dif 
ferences from image matching curves captured across a range 
of different focal lengths which describe a relationship 
between iteration number and lens focus position; and pro 
gramming executable on said computer processor for, (i) 
capturing at least two images, first image and second image, 
at different focus positions using an identical aperture setting 
and focal length, (ii) compensating for motion between said 
two images, (iii) determining blur difference between said 
two images, (iv) automatically estimating Subject distance in 
response to applying blur difference to said multi-dimen 
sional focus matching model, and (V) automatically adjusting 
focus of said camera by communicating focus control 
changes to said focus control element in response to said 
estimation of Subject distance. 
0147 17. An apparatus as recited in embodiment 16, 
wherein during said compensating for motion, at least one 
block from the first image is located as a fit within the second 
image. 
0148, 18. An apparatus as recited in embodiment 16, 
wherein said compensating for motion is configured for being 
performed in response to one or more convolutions by a blur 
kernel to determine blur difference. 

0149 19. An apparatus as recited in embodiment 16, 
wherein said multi-dimensional polynomial function com 
prises a four dimensional polynomial model of blur differ 
ence with respect to Subject depth, focus position, focal 
length, and aperture. 
0150. 20. A method of estimating subject depth within a 
camera apparatus for electronically capturing images, com 
prising: generating a multi-dimensional focus matching 
model for retention within the camera apparatus as a multi 
dimensional polynomial fitting blur differences from image 
matching curves captured across a range of different focal 
lengths; capturing multiple object images, including at least a 
first and second image, and registering focal length and aper 
ture; compensating for motion between said multiple object 
images; determining blur difference between said multiple 
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object images; and automatically estimating Subject distance 
in response to applying blur difference to said multi-dimen 
sional focus matching model. 
0151. Although the description above contains many 
details, these should not be construed as limiting the scope of 
the invention but as merely providing illustrations of some of 
the presently preferred embodiments of this invention. There 
fore, it will be appreciated that the scope of the present inven 
tion fully encompasses other embodiments which may 
become obvious to those skilled in the art, and that the scope 
of the present invention is accordingly to be limited by noth 
ing other than the appended claims, in which reference to an 
element in the singular is not intended to mean “one and only 
one' unless explicitly so stated, but rather “one or more.” All 
structural and functional equivalents to the elements of the 
above-described preferred embodiment that are known to 
those of ordinary skill in the art are expressly incorporated 
herein by reference and are intended to be encompassed by 
the present claims. Moreover, it is not necessary for a device 
or method to address each and every problem sought to be 
solved by the present invention, for it to be encompassed by 
the present claims. Furthermore, no element, component, or 
method step in the present disclosure is intended to be dedi 
cated to the public regardless of whether the element, com 
ponent, or method step is explicitly recited in the claims. No 
claim element herein is to be construed under the provisions 
of 35 U.S.C. 112, sixth paragraph, unless the element is 
expressly recited using the phrase “means for 

What is claimed is: 
1. An apparatus for electronically capturing images, com 

prising: 
an imaging element disposed on an image capture appara 

tus; 
a focus control element coupled to said imaging element; 
a computer processor coupled to said imaging element and 

said focus control element; 
a memory coupled to said computer processor and config 

ured for retaining images captured from said imaging 
element and for retaining programming executable by 
said computer processor, 

a multi-dimensional focus matching model retained in 
memory as a multi-dimensional polynomial fitting blur 
differences from image matching curves captured across 
a range of different focal lengths; and 

programming executable on said computer processor for, 
(i) capturing multiple object images, including at least a 

first and second image, and registering focal length 
and aperture of said object images, 

(ii) compensating for motion between said multiple 
object images, 

(iii) determining blur difference between said multiple 
object images, and 

(iv) automatically estimating Subject distance in 
response to applying blur difference to said multi 
dimensional focus matching model. 

2. An apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein said multiple 
object images comprise at least two images captured at dif 
ferent focus positions using an identical aperture setting and 
focal length. 

3. An apparatus as recited in claim 1, further comprising 
programming executable on said computer processor for 
automatically adjusting focus of said apparatus in response to 
said estimation of Subject distance. 
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4. An apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein during said 
compensating for motion at least one block from the first 
image is located as a fit within the second image. 

5. An apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein said com 
pensating for motion is configured for being performed in 
response to one or more convolutions by a blur kernel to 
determine blur difference. 

6. An apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein said com 
pensating for motion is performed according to, 

in which two images f, and f, are captured in a sequence, with 
is indicating image i is taken earlier in the sequence than 
image j, with being a norm operator evaluating matching 
error, and focus areaf, is compared with a shifted region of the 
same size from f, and with the amount of shift (x,y) being 
up to a predetermined number of pixels in horizontal and 
vertical directions, whereby for all the shifting positions, one 
(x,y) is found that yields the minimum matching error. 

7. An apparatus as recited in claim 6: 
wherein blur difference is determined in response to 

whether image f, or f, is sharper, and determined in 
response to, 

Ji K K ... 1 = arguin K-1) and ! convetiations 

! conveiitions 

in which I and I are first and second blur difference values, 
f, and fare the two images captured, f is the captured images 
in response to motion compensation, and Kare blur kernels; 

wherein if I is larger than I, then f, is sharper than f, and 
the blur difference will be given by I, otherwise if I is 
larger than I, then I is sharper and the blur difference 
will be given by -I, and 

wherein the sign of blur difference values indicates which 
image is sharper. 

8. An apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein said blur 
difference I is computed as, 

A B = min argmi 
(xyyy) 

in which K are convolution operations, (x,y) is amount of 
pixel location shift, (x,y) is the amount of pixel location 
shift within a given search range v, f is a first picture and f. 
is a second picture. 

9. An apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein said blur 
difference I is approximated in response to letting f(x, 
y)-f(x-xy-y), and determining blur difference by the fol 
lowing relation, 

fA(x, y), K(x, y). K(x, y) ... K(x, y) - 
! convetiations 

in which K are convolution operations, (x,y) is amount of 
pixel location shift, (x,y) is the amount of pixel location 
shift within a given search range v, f is a first picture, f is a 
second picture, and f is the second picture in response to 
motion compensation. 

10. An apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein said first 
and second images are captured temporarily toward estimat 
ing Subject distance for a user selected image to be captured 
and retained in said memory. 
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11. An apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein said image 
matching curves describe a relationship between iteration 
number and lens focus position. 

12. An apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein said focus 
matching model comprises a four-dimensional polynomial 
function of blur difference with respect to subject depth, 
focus position, focal length, and aperture. 

13. An apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein said focus 
matching model comprises a multi-dimensional polynomial 
function determined in response to the steps comprising: 

finding coefficients for the multi-dimensional polynomial 
to fit the blur difference matching curves: 

determining fitting errors and discarding outliers; and 
repeating the above steps until polynomial fitting con 

verges to a desired accuracy with the blur difference 
matching curves. 

14. An apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein the imaging 
device comprises a still image camera, or a video camera 
having a still image capture mode. 

15. An apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein the focus 
matching model is generated by performing a characteriza 
tion comprising: 

obtaining images of a calibration target in a sequence of 
calibration target images taken across a range of camera 
focus settings with respect to focus distance, aperture, 
Subject depth and Zoom settings; 

determining blur difference matching curves between each 
of said images; and 

generating said multi-dimensional model based on match 
ing the blur differences for the sequence of calibration 
target images. 

16. An apparatus for electronically capturing images, com 
prising: 

an imaging element disposed within a camera apparatus; 
a focus control element coupled to said imaging element; 
a computer processor coupled to said imaging element and 

said focus control element; 
a memory coupled to said computer processor and config 

ured for retaining images captured from said imaging 
element and for retaining programming executable by 
said computer processor, 

a multi-dimensional focus matching model retained in 
memory as a multi-dimensional polynomial fitting blur 
differences from image matching curves captured across 
a range of different focal lengths which describe a rela 
tionship between iteration number and lens focus posi 
tion; and 

programming executable on said computer processor for, 
(i) capturing at least two images, first image and second 

image, at different focus positions using an identical 
aperture setting and focal length, 

(ii) compensating for motion between said two images, 
(iii) determining blur difference between said two 

images, 
(iv) automatically estimating Subject distance in 

response to applying blur difference to said multi 
dimensional focus matching model, and 

(v) automatically adjusting focus of said camera by 
communicating focus control changes to said focus 
control element in response to said estimation of Sub 
ject distance. 

17. An apparatus as recited in claim 16, wherein during said 
compensating for motion, at least one block from the first 
image is located as a fit within the second image. 
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18. An apparatus as recited in claim 16, wherein said com 
pensating for motion is configured for being performed in 
response to one or more convolutions by a blur kernel to 
determine blur difference. 

19. An apparatus as recited in claim 16, wherein said multi 
dimensional polynomial function comprises a four dimen 
sional polynomial model of blur difference with respect to 
Subject depth, focus position, focal length, and aperture. 

20. A method of estimating subject depth within a camera 
apparatus for electronically capturing images, comprising: 

generating a multi-dimensional focus matching model for 
retention within the camera apparatus as a multi-dimen 
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sional polynomial fitting blur differences from image 
matching curves captured across a range of different 
focal lengths: 

capturing multiple object images, including at least a first 
and second image, and registering focal length and aper 
ture; 

compensating for motion between said multiple object 
images: 

determining blur difference between said multiple object 
images; and 

automatically estimating Subject distance in response to 
applying blur difference to said multi-dimensional focus 
matching model. 


